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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

No. 1

and tne cheek ofthe bride and her friends liers and other ornaments were taken out*
were taken out ; it would have defeated the bill also ; hence which the gentleman has directed his sharp
blanched.
anched. A stillness reigned over the ta- and when young Granger returned at dayno man raised his voice against it.
We perPUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ble which had so lately echoed to their gai- break with Selford and Rotsen>,, with a few .piitted it to go through Committee of the est indignation, but a respectful though ear
nest intimation that the Senate was ready to
J AMES K. REMICH.
ety.
The tolling of bells and tumult in the goods
goods saved
saved from
from the
the fire,
fire, thev
they started with Wfiole, and to pass the House, but we never pass the bill in the shape which the conferees
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House.
street became louder and louder. The gen surprise to behold the metamorphosis.
A approved it. We gave proof ofthe sincerity appointed by the House had agreed to recom
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUSI.
tlemen had nearly all left the room, when plain
the
floor,. and a few of our desire to provide the ordinary means mend. They could not do it until'the papers
—... carpet was on
mvx
IlUUt
I'wo dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which the door again opened and one of them re chamber chairs stood around. From a cost for defence, in silently submitting to that ex- should be sent to them. Where was the distraordinary, and, as we viewed it, alarming
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No turned :
and the insolence of such an intima
ly drawing room, it was changed by some
proposition. ’Ihe bill went to the Senate. tion ? I confess, sir, I hav®' not a perception
f’aper discontinued, except at the option of the pub4
Come,
Granger,
’
he
said,
4
you
hav6
not
magician into a comfortable office. The fire Objections were made to this appropriation, keen enough to discern it. One sincerely
isher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for a moment to lose if you would save your burnt brightly, and on the table was placed in the particular form it stood, resting chiefly,
searching Eesr the truth, unheated by other
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount papers. Half the town is on fire!" So
a hot supper, which gladdened the sight of if not entirely, upon a question of constitu considerations, would not be very apt, I
charged for its insertion.
dreadful a sight I have never seen — where it the cold and weary trio. Augustus seated tional power, as to appropriations so indefinite think, to discover it.
will end heaven only knows?
his friends at the table, and departed to seek and unlimited, and applicable to no spdftfic
The honorable member, sir, has furnished
MISCELLANEOUS.
Augustus approached his bride. His lips for the administering angel who had so de objects. These objections, and the grm^js * with a history of the introduction of the
quivered with emotion, but he struggled for voted herself to hu enu fort. The hour pas upon which they stood, were well know.'; to ’ re; million appropriation into the fortifica[From the Ladies’ Companion.]
the House ; and the House might Lave obvij composure. 4 My love, I must leave you ev
sed with his young bride there, was fraught ated them if it had been disposed. I do not. o on bill. He says it was founded upon a resTHE CONFLAGRATION.
uiion of the House, unanimously adopted
en on my bridal night if I would save you with more true happiness than any in his
* Ah, Granger, my good fellow, how are
say that they were or were not well founded. on the preceding day, in these words :
from ruin—my all is at stake !—But keep most prosperous days.
I
do
not
touch
that
point.
It
is
enough
for
you ?’ exclaimed George Rutsen to his
“ Resolved, That, in the opinion of this
Rutsen was soon by the side of Julia.— me, that Senators, competent to judge, bound House, the treaty with France of the 4th of Ju
friend as they met one fine December day up your courage—I hope to return ere long!
4 So soon to part !’ she exclaimed, and for 4 Heaven has been kind to me? he said, 4 I by their oath to support the constitution, re ly, 1831, should be maintained, and its execution
in Wall street. 4 Every thing is settled. I
a moment the head of the bride sank on her have lost nothing. But Selford, whose.mon- garded them as fatal obstacles. It was their insisted on.”
have spoken to the clergyman, and this
province to determine for themselves. They
husband’s shoulder, but raising herself she ey lay in insurance, is ruined?
I perceive nothing in this leading to hostili
evening you will call the lovely Caroline
had the same right, and lay under the same ties, and requiring measures, and extraordina
added, 4 Away, dearest ! you will find me
Julia
clasped
her
hands
;
and
a
glow
of
yours. What a lucky fellow you are—ev
worthy of you; whatever happens I will pleasure almost passed over her cheek. * A- high obligations to exercise their judgments ry measures, too, of defence. Yet it is said
ery thing prospers with you—’
fairly and dispassionately, as pertained to the die appropriation was consequent upon this
bear it with fortitude?
las poor man I’ she exclaimed, checking her House ; and there is no reason to doubt that
4 Why, yes,’ replied his friend, compla
He sprung, followed by the remainder of self—‘ I am very sorry for him. Now, how they acted in obedience to their solemn con resolution—growing out of it—part and par
cently ; 4 I have nothing to complain of—
the gentlemen, and the bride sat surrounded ever, I shall be released, for mother only victions of duty. That duty compelled them <cel of it, and absolutely necessary to give it
efficiency.
my affairs are every thing that I could
by her friends, hour after hour, awaiting their wished that I should marry him for his mon to disagree to the amendment of the House,
[Mr. Adams interrupted.
He hoped he
wish?
and they fulfilled it promptly, and perhaps, as should
s
return. At last one of the guests arrived.— ey?
not be misrepresented. He had not
4 Your store is filled with hundreds of
the gentleman says, “ with but little debate.” said
s
His account of the tremendous conflagration
so. He said the appropriation was pro
£ And I have now a hope of obtaining my
thousands worth of goods—your new house
and destruction of valuable goods trodden Julia. To-morrow I will once more apply The Hpuse then insisted upon its amend posed in consequence of the resolution unani
is completely furnished in the most costly
ment. The next step of the Senate was to mously adopted the preceding day.]
under foot, made them sick at heart.
to your mother, and I am sure she will not adhere to its disagreement, passing over the
manner, and to night you will marry the
I shall not, sir, designedly, misrepresent
4 Thank heaven,’ he said,4 my store is out object?
intermediate stage of insisting also.
Why the gentleman. There is quite as much in
chosen one of your heart’—
of danger. If it were not', I should be a
was
this
?
What
is
the
true
reason
for
these
4 Yes, it is true, and I wish all my friends
Nor did she. The utter prostration of her
the speech which I have before me, without
poor man indeed, it is filled with valuable
were as well off as myself?
plans, seemed to the stricken woman, as an prompt proceedings on the part of the Sen misrepresentation, as can be maintained!
goods. — But I have locked it up and have
ate ? The gentleman sees in them nothing The gentleman has said : “ It was wel.
interposition of Providence, and she no lon but disrespect, and indecorum, and insolence,
George sighed—4 Oh,« that I were as lucky
here the key?
known to every ùiernber of the House, and
as you, but I am one of the most unfortunate
He had scarcely finished when a servant ger opposed her daughter’s happiness.— and a determination to defeat the bill. More he believed to every person out of the House,
They were married soon after, and were re time should have been taken—debate should
fellows alive. Every thing goes against me
that the appropriation of three millions was
opened the door followed by a gentleman—
—I have been unlucky in business and in
ceived in Caroline’s house as boarders, who have been had—all the forms of parliamenta* introduced in consequence of the vote on
4 Mr. Allerton,’ he observed,41 am commis
love. The sordid mother of my Julia not
thus sought to lighten her husband’s expen ry etiquette should have been observed I that resolution the night before. It was well
sioned by the Mayor to request the key of
only refuses her sanction to my attachment
ses, With his Caroline to encourage and Why, sir, does not the honorable gentleman known that the resolution, which finally
your store, for the purpose of blowing it up,
to her daughter, but is using every endeavor
assist him, Granger has gone to work with recollect that the hours, nay, the very min passed by that vote, had been contested by a
as that is the only means which can be
double energy, no longer despairing of re utes, of that Congress were numbered, and debate of several days immediately before its
to force her into marriage with that old Sel
were fast wasting away ? In addition to its
used to stop the raging element which is
lieving his fallen fortunes, and no one feels business of legislation, the Senate was press passage, upon grounds that such a resolution
ford, because he is rich?
devouring the city. Engines are of no use,
4 Well, well; keep up your spirits my poor
more truly the force of those oft repeated ed with business of an executive character, would occasion war. If you look, said he, to
the hose lay like frozen serpents on the
the journals of the House for the resolution
lines of Scott;
George. They say fortune’s wheel is al
and every moment of its time was actively which passed, and to the several resolutions
ground?
employed. Was that an occasion to stand proposed as substitutes for it, you will see
ways turning, and if you are at the bottom
Oh woman ! in our hours of ease,
Mr. Allerton gazed for a moment on his
upon questions of mere punctilio and matters that it was admitted with extreme reluctance
Uncertain, coy and hard to please—
you are sure when it moves to go to the top,
wife and daughters ; but the next handed the
of idle ceremony ? No, sir ; the Senate, en by many members of the House, that it was
When care and anguish wring the brow,
while at every change I must be plunged the key to the gentleman,—4 It is for the good
Oh I then a ministering angel thou !
tertaining objections of a character which can ardently and perseveringly contested, and
deeper?
ofthe community ; all I am worth in the
never be abandoned by men who respect upon the grounds that it would occasion a
4 Perhaps so—but, good morning. The
world is in that store,’ he said.
SPEECH OF MR. EVANS, OF MAINE, themselves or deserve the respect of others, war. Under these circumstances, although
Church will be lighted at seven—after the
4 Sir, you act as a Christian, and will doubt, In relation to the failure of the Bill making but which might have been obviated on the the House were not of opinion that it would
ceremony we shall repair to your house, less receive your reward?
appropriations for fortifications at the last part of the House, lost none ofthe time, more give just cause for war, still, how was it pos
valuable then than all the precedents of cere sible for a statesman, looking to the interests
where the supper 1 have ordered I hope
session of Congress. Delivered in the
4 Come wife, come girls,’continued Mr.
mony which the gentleman can find in his of our common country, not to see that these
will suit you?
House of Representatives, Jan. 28, 1836.
Allerton, when the gentlemen had departed
labored researches, in bringing the subject of reasons so pressed upon the consideration of
4 Thank you,—you are a very efficient —4 let us go and take one more look at our
[continued.]
disagreement to direct issue ; and with all the
groomsman.
Good morning—we meet at home—heaven only knows how long it will
Mr. Speaker, the honorable member, if I “ indecent haste” they are accused of, a con the House, and, looking to the action of another Government, might have that tenden
seven?
do
not
wholly
misunderstand
him,
charges
ference, the usual parliamentary mode of re cy ? The conduct of a foreign Government,
be ours?
At the hour appointed the bridal party en The carriages of the other guests soon after the Senate with the failure of the bill at the conciling disagreeing votes, was not obtained
to be predicated upon this act of our own,
tered the Church, and as Augustus Granger arriving, they all departed and left Julia last session containing the ordinary appropri seasonably to have reported, as is no& con was matter« of foresight and conjecture.
ations for fortifications ; and, under this gen tended, during the life of that Congress. To
led his lovely bride up the aisle, the friends
There was misunderstanding and irritation
and Caroline alone. Midnight had passed eral head, he enters into several specifica
my mind, these proceedings manifest an ear
assembled around the altar thought they had and for two dreary hours after, they wander
tions. He complains of the temper of the nest solicitude to save the bill, rather than a between our Government and that of France.
The members of the House who had resist
seldom looked on a finer couple. Young
ed from window to window in hopes of see Senate ; of its indecorum and disrespect to
Rutsen came next, but he had not the felici ing Mr. Granger return. But it seemed to the House, manifested by its prompt rejec willingness to defeat it. The Senate over- ed the passage of the resolution, intelligent
looked all minor’ considerations—disregarded i
ty of walking with his Julia, as she was for them as if the world was on fire, and they tion of the three million appropriation “ with all inferior and subordinate matters, in the jand patriotic men, had urged the House agaiiist it ; and all the tender sympathies of
ced to enter by the side of a rich but disa
but little debate of its adherence to that re great object of appropriating largely for wonts <
were alone left to struggle with the devour
our nature, and all the sentiments of humani
greeable lover. The ceremony over, the ing element. The heavens were illumined. jection, and of its message to the House in of defence and security.
They exposed ty
’ in our bosoms, had been appealed to as
whole party drove to the elegant mansion of Lurid clouds loaded with flakes of fire were the last moments of its existence, reminding themselves to this very charge of precipita-' warnings against that resolution. The image
it of the report of conferees, by which the bill tion and indecorum, or what under other cir- <
the bridegroom. As he led his young wife
war, in all its terrors and with all its ca
passing incessantly over the city, while vast could even then have been saved.
He goes cumstances might be so considered, in their of
!
lamities,
had been held up before’us to deter
into the brilliantly lighted rooms and placed
masses of flames were springing up to the farther : he assigns motives, and degrading zeal to get the bill so framed as to be accept the House from the assertion of the nation’s
heron a sofa, he gazed anxiously in her face heavens, and goods were piled in the street motives, too, for the action of the Senate, or
able to both Houses.
What could they dor
to mark the first impression ofher new house. and confusion reigned over all. Occasional rather of“ those who lead itand he finds I Compelled to vote for an amendment which rights and of the nation’s honor contained in
With a smile of pleasure Caroline glanced ly an explosion shook the house to its centre, matter for grave complaint and accusation, they regarded as unconstitutional, and which that resolution. Conscious that the resolu
tion could not give any just cause of offence,
and for holding that body responsible to the
around her:—
and sent them trembling to each other’s country for the failure of the bill in question. they could not, therefore, under any circum Urfe House did not believe that it would of
4 Augustus, you have displayed much arms.
Two more hours passed over, How widely different the same objects ap stances agree to ; or to see a measure they fend or endanger the peace of the country ;
were anxious to adopt perish before their
taste in your furniture ?’
Caroline at last .heard her husband’s foot. pear to different minds ! We are all liable to eyes, with no power to save it—how were yet, in deference to the fears of the minority,
and as an earnest of their sincerity in the de
4 Do you like it ?’
He entered, but how different from the ele be swayed by passion and prejudice ; and no
The steps taken by them, termination to insist upon the execution of
4 Indeed 1 do. Had I selected it myself gantly dressed, the confident and happy truth is more generally acknowledged than they to act ?
standing in the emergency they did, were the the treaty, it was deemed fitting that the
I could not have been better suited, and see bridegroom of the evening !
that the powers of the intellect—the reason— only ones possible by which the bill could country should put itself in an attitude of de
Julia, there is a darling French work-table
the
understanding
—
are
susceptible
of
the
have been rescued from the destruction that fence, to meet the worst possible contingency,
4 My poor Augustus !’ exclaimed Caro
in the next room on purpose for me, oh, we line, throwing her arms around his neck. He greatest influence and the grossest perversion awaited it; and if they had been met by the and to sustain that resolution which they ufrom
the
qualities
of
the
heart.
Now,
sir,
to
shall be so happy here P
heeded her not but stood gazing in the fire, my mind, the particulars which the honora House in a corresponding temper, it would nanimously passed. These were the grounds
have become a law. How it failed, I shall upon which that item was introduced on the
Julia enjoyed her cousin’s happiness, but an image ofcalm despair.
ble gentleman has singled out as proof that consider presently. But, sir, “ the message" last day of the session. And why on the last
sighed that her own loved one had not such
4 Caroline,’ be said in a low sad tone, 4 I the Senate are responsible for the loss of the
a home to offer her, and then she should not8’ am a ruined man ! Four hours ago I was bill, are precisely those which demonstrate in to which the gentleman refers, and upon day ? Because it was only the night before
be sacrificed to ambitious views ofher moth worth half a million, now, not a cent. My controvertible their extreme solicitude and de which he has expended his warmest indigna that the unanimous vote had passed.”
tion—what was it ? A message from the
er. Julia possessed a yielding, timid dispo fine store and rich goods are reduced to ash sire to pass it. What, in few words, is the Senate “ respectfully to remind the House of “ In all the debate in the National Intelli
gencer to which he had referred, there was
sition, and had not courage to withstand her es, and the men who owed me are involved history of that bill? It passed the House the report of the Commitee of Conference ap no more trace of such a resolution as having
some
weeks
before
the
close
of
the
session,
mother’s arbitrary will, but accepted the at in the wide destruction ; and what is worse
pointed on the disagreeing votes of the two passed the House than ifit had never exist
tentions of the rich Selford, although devo I have ruined you. Oh ! it is that which in the usual form, making the ordinary ap Houses” in respect to the fortification bill. It ed.”
propriations. Every attempt to increase the may have been unusual .and without prece
To be continued.
tedly attached to young Rusten.
rends my heart—were 1 but alone I couldI sums appropriated by it was voted down by dent—I do not dispute it. But that it was in
At nine the company began to assemble, bear it better?
the majority of the House, under the lead of solent and contemptuous towards the House,
and soon the rooms were graced with a se
[From the Charleston Patriot.]
4 Dearest Augustus, do not grieve for me,( the friends of the administration. We of the or was so designed, or so regarded, I utterly
lect few of the beauty and fashion of the city. you know I can live on a very little with, minority struggled for larger means of de
Latest from Florida—Termination of the
deny. If it was unusual and without prece
The supper was pronounced complete, and you?
fence, but in vain. The bill went to the dent, it was because the condition in which Indian Campaign.—Owihg to the commence
1 hilarity and happiness reigned in the hearts
4 But I have not that little to offer—you Senate. Large and important additions were the business between the Houses stood was ment of the warm weather, the campaign has
made to it there, under the recommendation new and without precedent. Emergencies— been brought to a close. The regular forces
of all. During a temporary lull in the con must now beg for a living?
and estimates, as is understood, of the Exec extreme cases—make their own precedents, have gone into summer quarters at St. Au
versation at the table, the alarming toll of
Beg ! oh no, I can work—I am strong
What gustine. There were supposed to be about
fire bells was heard—at the same time the and healthy and will work for you. How utive Departments, and the bill passed and and furnish their own justification.
200 on the sick list at Tampa Bay and 80 at
was returned to the House. Sq far, surely,
windows were shaken by a violent gust of many women support themselves by the la the Senate are not responsible for defeating was the condition of the bill to which the Volusia.
message referred ?
wind.
‘i The left wing of the army of Florida ar
the ordinary appropriation for fortifications
bor of their hands and why cannot I?’
The two Houses had disagreed in relation
4 What a terrible night for fire !’ said
Augustus pressed her to his heart. 41 and means of defence. Their control over to the three millions. A Committee of con rived at Tampa Bay on the 5th of April, left
Julia—4 I pity the poor creatures who shall have not lost all, ingrate that I am ! You, the bill had ceased.
It rested with the ference had been appointed. A report had there on the 17th, and marched to Volusia,
House, and the House alone, so far as Con been agreed upon unanimously, as was then by Pilaklikaha. The active operations of the
be turned out in the cold weather?
my dearest treasure, are left. ’Tis true mv
4 Come, my cousin,’ said Augustus, gai earnings for years have gone ; but I can go gress was concerned, whether it should be supposed and which it was not doubled campaign have ceased, from the sickly season
ly,’away with such chilling images. Here, to work again and may be able to keep you come a law. It reposed more than a week would be satisfactory to each House. The having commenced. The South Carolina
quietly upon the Speaker’s table, and until chairman of the Committee of Conference volunteers left Volusia on Friday, 29th, to
take some champagne. Noone must mar from want?
the last day, and very near the last hour of (Mr. Cambreleng) retained the papers, with a march to St. Augustine, where Col. Bris
my wedding feast with such gloomy antici
Caroline by her soothing manner and the existence of that Congress, before its view.of making the report to the House first ; bane’s regiment would be discharged, and
pations. Let the world go as it will, we will dauntless confidence aroused her husband slumbers were broken.
At about eight o’ after which it was to be sent to the Senate, sent by transports to this city. Col. Goodbe h<ppy here?
men
would be dis
from his despondency and inspired new life clock in the evening of the 3d day of March, and, until thus sent, the Senate had no power wyn’s mounted
This sentiment found universal approba in him. This costly furniture, she said, it was called up for consideration. No ob over it. A considerable time elapsed, and no charged at Jacksonville. The regulars, it is
believed, will be kept in Florida, to garri
tion and glasses were filled to the happiness must all be sold, for plainer will suit our for jection was raised to the amendments of the intelligence was received by the Senate from
Senate, which went to enlarge the sums to be this branch. Few moments only remained. son posts which may be important in the
of the bride and groom. At that moment tunes better ; two rooms we can reserve for
expehded in fortifying exposed points of the The bill was every where deemed of great commencement of the next campaign. The
the door opened and a young man entered ourselves, but as you have lost your store country. But the extraordinary and unlook
importance. The report of the conferees, if ,Indians were no where in any forced and are
who touched the shoulder of the groom and you shall have the rest. This front room ed-for proposition was made of appropriating adopted by the Houses, would save it. Noth- supposed to be scattered all over the terri
retreating to the end of the room, beckoned will make a very nice office, and with your three millions of dollars, in addition to all ing had been done in this body, nor as they tory.
him to follow. Granger, astonished at the friends and good character, you will still be which had already been appropriated for spe feared would be done, upon the report of the
interruption, would have refused, but there able to stem the torrent; while I, to do my cific objects, to be expended under the direc conference. To meet a state of things so
Coroner's Inquest.—A jury of inquest was
was something so appalling in the pale face part, will discharge some of the servants and tion of the President, and at his discretion, in new, so unusual, so extraordinary, demanded held before Wales Tilder, Jr. one of the Cor
the
military
and
naval
service.
The
minori

new and unprecedented proceedings. Deep oners for the county of Plymouth, on the
pnd disordered dress of the young man, wait on myself.
ty of the House, opposed though they were ly solicitous for the passage of the bill, the
whom he recognized as his head clerk ; that
With thanks and almost adoration for her to arming the President with the enormous Senate, regardless of forms, not studious of body of a man who put an end to his exist
he arose and was soon engaged in a low but kindness he left her to endeavor to assist his and dangerous power—dangerous to the precise rules of ceremony, made a last effort ence by throwing himself into the Greans
Harbor River, near the Brant rock. Verdict
agitated conversation. In a few moments friends in their distress. When he had de peace of the country—which this grant of for its safety. Surprised they doubtless were,
of the Jury—Insanity, caused by intemper
after, he beckoned to Selford and Rutsen. parted, Caroline called on the weeping Julia money would have conferred, yet contented that the conferees on the part of the House, ance. The man was an Irishman, who came
who immediately left the room in great to assist her, and with the help of the ser themselves with a silent vote. The time was who had so lately agreed in a report, should into said river on board a stone lighter, after
haste. By degrees all the gentlemen had vants proceeded to put her plans in execu short. They were anxious that the bill fail lo present it, and that no information ballast, which left the place without 111UJ
him ;: flo
he
gathered in a group. Something .extreme tion. The costly curtains and carpets were should pass, and that other bills then pend should be afforded them of its final disposi- was conversed with by Ibtne persons who
ing should pass also. A single speech would tion. In this view of the matter, sir, I can were fowling and he then appeared in a dsly agitating seemed to fee gojng forward. remoye4. The rose wood chairs, chande- have defeated the proposed amendment, but
perceive nothing in that message, against I ranged state.—Marshfield, May 5.

Im
—

Gen. Jackson and Mr. Adams.—■The Wash,
Gaines called them [Mr. Cambreleng ex tribution bill was further debated by Mr.
ington Globe, for the purpose of disproving
MAIL
ARTICLES
Lane,
Mr.
Morris
and
Mr.
Williams.
At
one
plained
that
the
phrase,
in
the
original,
was
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.
the statement of Mr. Adams, that “ after the
probably, “our Texian neighbors”] was a o’clock, the fortification bill was again taken
Texas.—The New' Orleans papers give treaty had been passed, and ready to receive
TWENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION war for the re-establishment of slavery in up, and Mr. French made a speech in favor
j the signatures ofthe contracting parlies, but
Texas, which had been abolished there by ot the amendment and in support of the some recent intelligence from the seat of War . before there was any obligation on our’ part
SENATE.
course pursued by the administration. Be in Texas, which has the appearance of an- |
Mexico.
MONDAY, MAY 9.
The Steamboat Yellow Stone [I to sign it, he took the treaty drawn up as a
It was also another object in view to make fore any question was taken, the committee thenticity.
had arrived from the Brazos river, Capt.j. was, to Gen. Jackson,” &c., with an air of tri.
Mr. Webster, frorrrthe Committee on Fi Texas a part of the United States. He was rose and the House adjourned.
Thornton having left Houston’s head quar-1 umph, quotes a large number of paragraphs
nance, reported the army Appropriation Bill for no such war, nor for any such addition to
FRIDAY, MAY 13.
ters at Gross’s, 20 miles above San Felipe, on from various publications, to show that Gen
with two amendments which were agreed to, this Union.
Gen. Houston had an effective j Jackson was not in the city of Washington
and the bill as amended was read a third time
Mr. Thompson of S. C. made a warm re
Mr. Adams, leave being granted, made an the 14th.
and passed.
The General Appropriation ply to Mr. Adams, chiefly in reference to his explanation to the statement in the Globe, force of 1200 men, and was to march that at the time when the treaty was definitively
Bill was again received from the House, with suggestion in regard to the object of the Tex which we noticed, says the Boston Daily Ad evening for the purpose of intercepting a drawn up and ready for signature. The
their concurrence in all the amendments ex ian war, at which he was much incensed. vertiser of the 17th inst. in yesterday’s paper. Mexican army of 12 or 1500 men which was I Globe heads its article, “ the question of vera
advancing upon Harrisburgh and Galveston.!city settled.” The proof is not so conclusive
cept one, from which the Senate receded.
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explanation
on the
mostV material point,
Mr. Preston presented a memorial from a Adams, who had negociated away this very i was substantially that which was given by us These Mexicans were crossing the Brazos atI' as the Globe would have us to suppose,
number of citizens assembled in Philadelphia territory of Texas, the finest region that the yesterday, [and which will be found in our Fort Bend, 30 miles below San Felipe, when »j It appears from these statements, that on
on the affairs of Texas, recommending an sun ever shone upon ; and it was charged and columns to-day,] and which was sufficiently the Yellow Stone passed on the 15th.—They , the 13th of February, 1819, Mr. Adams sent
early recognition of the independence of that believed, at the time, by many of his constit obvious, on a careful comparison of the sev fired at the boat and endeavored to stop her, j to Don Onis “ for his acceptance the counter
but she passed on without injury, her men | project enclosed,” upon which he asked an
country. Mr. P. made some remarks, which uents, for the very purpose of preventing the eral statements.
' early decision. The counter project wasacproduced a debate of much animation and slaveholders of the United States from get
The House proceeded to pass a great num being protected from the shot by the bales of
cepted by Don Onis, and on the 19th Mr.
cotton,
of
which
her
cargo
consisted.
Capt.
interest, in which Mr. Preston, Mr. Webster, ting possession of it.
ber of bills—-there being during a portion of
Thornton supposed that Gen. Houston might Adams sent him “ a copy of the treaty as
Mr. Walker, Mr. Brown, Mr. Moore, Mr. Bu
Mr. Adams rejoined. Omitting all his sar the lime no quorum present.
have had a fight with this division of the en definitively drawn up and acceded to by the
chanan and Mr. Shepley participated. Mr. casm, which was bitter enough, I will give
emy about the 17th or 18th. The whole President of the United Stares,” and on the
Buchanan presented other memorials in the his reply to the above insinuation, as impor
SATURDAY, MAY 14.
number of .Mexican troops in Texas were es 22d the treaty was executed by both parties
course of his remarks ; and the whole were tant matter of history. “ It is true,” he said,
About sixty private bills, passed on the timated at 3000 to 5000.
and ratified by the Senate.
laid on the table and ordered to be printed.
“ that 1 negociated the Florida treaty, under
It appears further that Gen. Jackson and
A resolution to authorize the Secretary of which Spain was confirmed in her right preceding day, were read a third time and
The following statements appear to estab
lish the fact that Col. Fannin’s men, and oth his suite left Washington on the 11th for Bal
War to receive additional evidence in con to Texas.
I negotiated it under the passed.
er prisoners to the number of about 400, a- timore, on a tour to the Northward, from
firmation of the claim of the State of Massa eye and under the instructions of James
The Western Frontier.—The documents bout eight days after their surrender, were which he did not return until after the treaty
chusetts, for military services, was returned Monroe, the Presidetit of the United States,
from the House with an amendment to in and a slaveholder. Every line of the treaty communicated to Congress on the 7th inst. barbarously massacred by the Mexican troops. was executed.
Mr. Adams, in his statement in the House
HARRISBURGH, APRIL 7.
sert after the word “ Massachusetts” the was made by bis order. I was the last man disclose a fact of an alarming character, in
words “ and the other States of the Union,” in his whole administration who consented the proceedings of the government in rela
Dear Sir—This place is now the seat ef of Representatives, says that the treaty was
tion
to
the
war
on
the
Western
frontier.
so as to admit all the States under this reso to that Treaty. I was for holding Texas ; no
government ofTexas. These are exciting submitted to Gen. Jackson, for his opinion
lution. The amendment was concurred in. other man, in the administration, was. Fur This is no less than an authority to Gen. times ; every man now walks with a full upon it, after it was framed, “ but before
Gaines, in a certain contingency, supposed
thermore, the present Chief Magistrate ot the by the government likely to take place, to ad heart-moistened eyes, and compressed lips there was any obligation on our part to sign
TUESDAY, MAY 10.
United States being then in this city, he was vance with his troops, beyond the Sabine —indicating his commingled feelings of grief it.” It of course must have been so submit
The Navy Appropriation bill returned requested by Mr. Monroe, to show him the I river, the well defined boundary line be and anger. Young Hadden is here ;he alone ted, before it was enclosed to Don Onis lor
from the House, was taken up, and the a- Treaty and obtain his opinion on it. General 1 tween the United Slates and the Mexican escaped of all the forces which were with his acceptance. It appears, therefore, that at
the period when by the showing of the Globe
Are the territory. The pretences under which this Col. Fannin.
mendrnents to the Senate’s amendments ex Jackson perused and approved.
On the 19th ult. Col Fannin, who had it must have been submitted to Gen. Jackson
cept that part of the provision for the South gentleman from South Carolina and his con authority is given are, that it may be necessaSea Exploring expedition which leaves it to stituents answered now?” The charge ! ry for giving due security to the frontier from weakened his force by sending parties on va if submitted to him at all, he was in Wash
ington, and that two days only after he left
the discretion of the President.
Mr. South made by Mr. T. and his constituents, ist thus 1i Indians who may have joined the Mexican rious expeditions, commenced his retreat
ard moved to strike out the words “ifin his transferred to Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Crawford, ij forces ; and that the territory into which Gen. from Goliad, having with him about 300 men. the city, the question was decided, and it was
too late to take advice upon it.
opinion the public interest require,” which who were members of Mr. Monroe’s Cabinet! Gaines is thus authorized to advance, is Two or three leagues on this road he was at
Boston Daily Advertiser of the IQth inst.
tacked by a Mexican army of near three times
motion was agreed to, yeas 26, nays 3, viz : at the time.
“ within the limits of the United States,
After a debate of some hours, the Commit as claimed by this government.” It is the his number—infantry, cavalry and artillery.
Messrs. Hill, King and Wright. A message
An occurrence recently took place in St.
from the President was received, announcing tee rose and reported the bill, and it was or grossness of this last pretension, that gives it It was two hours before night, and the Texi
Louis, Missouri, which surpassed in atrocity
that the four instalments due from France dered to be engrossed for a third reading— its alarming character. It shows a willing ans defended themselves with undaunted res any thing hitherto known in this country.
under the treaty of indemnity had been paid, Yeas 146—Nays 3—and was read a third ness to take the hazards of a collision with olution against the repeated charges and
most vigorous efforts of the enemy until dark, It appears that a coloured man was arrested,
which message was laid on the table and or time and passed.
Mexico, which must destroy all confidence when they drew off* their forces—having lost on board a steam boat on the Mississippi, and
dered to be printed.
in the pretended efforts for the maintenance in killed and wounded 180 men.
carried on shore at St. Louis ; while the offiMONDAY, MAY 9.
of peace. The boundary line is called by the
The Texians had ten men killed and sever cers were conducting him through the streets,
Mr. Everett, by unanimous consent, offer- '
WEDNESDAY, MAY 11.
Secretary of War “ the imaginary boundary al wounded—among the latter was Col. Fan another negro rushed on the Sheriff and in
Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Foreign ed a resolution, which lies one day, calling on line.” So far is the real boundary line, which nin himself. During the night the Texians flicted a wound on him with a knife, which
the
President
for
information
relative
to
the
Relations, to whom was referred the mes
separates the Mexican territory, including entrenched themselves in their position on completely divided the jugular vein, and the
sage of the President relative to the addition Mexican boundary—the Texas question— fort Nacogdoches, from being an imaginary the prairie. The next morning they found unhappy man expired in a few seconds.—
and
the
instructions
to
military
or
other
offi

al article in the treaty with Mexico, reported
line, that it is a navigable river. This line themselves surrounded by the Mexican army, The negro then stabbed the constable in the
a bill for carrying into effect the treaty of cers on the subject of the defence of the is described in the treaty first made between who sent an officer with a white flag, and he abdomen, so badly that he was not expected
limits with the government of Mexico. The western frontier.
the United States and Spain in 1819, and af
The debate was continued on the résolu- terwards confirmed by more than one con was met by another from the Texians, and a to live. He was then secured and placed in
bill having been read and ordered to a sec
capitulation was entered into, by which it jail, but a large concourse of citizens assem
ond reading, was read a second time, and i tions of the Kentucky Legislature on the dis- vention with Mexico, in the following words. was stipulated that the Texians should sur bled and threatened to destroy the prison un
I
tribution
of
the
proceeds
of
land
sales,
uptil
passed to be engrossed for a third reading.
It “ shall begin on the Gulf of Mexico, at the render as prisoners of war—that they should less he was given up to them. Resistance
After some time spent on Executive business, the expiration of the hour. On motion of mouth of the river Sabine, in the sea, contin retain their private property—and that they being useless, he was delivered up to the peo
Mr.
Lincoln
of
Mass,
the
House,
by
general
the Senate adjourned.
uing north along the western bank of that should be sent to New Orleans, and released ple
who took him out and immediately burnt
.
consent, took up and considered the joint res
river, to the 32d degree of latitude ; thence upon their parole of honor not to serve again him alive.
olution
from
the
Senate,
authorizing
the
Sec

THURSDAY, MAY 12.
by a line due north,.to the degree of latitude against the Mexicans during the war.
retary of War to receive additional testimoThe bills for carrying into effect the treaty , ny in relation to the claims of Massachusetts where it strikes the Rio Roxo of Natchitoches
The old Board of the Aldermen in the city
The reasons which induced the surrender
of boundary with Mexico, and the bill au ’ and other States upon the United States, for or Red River, then following the course of without
wimuLimaKmg
mruicr’umJuce,
making•’farther
defence were the of New York, before they went out of office
thorizing the enlistment of boys in the navy, i services, expenses and disbursements, during the Rio Roxo westward to the degree of lon want of water, and a belief that the Mexicans ' last week, to give place for the new Whig
Now it is would comply with the terms of capitulation,! board, turned all the loco-focos out of office,or
were read a third time and passed. The for the late war with Great Britain ; which, after , gitude 100 west from London.”
surely enough to say that Nacogdoches is according to the custom of all civilized na-1 those who had opposed the regular Tammatification bill was further discussed.
being verbally amended, was read a third
forty or fifty miles of the Sabine river, and tions.
ny nominations.
It caused great excitetime and passed.
more than 100 miles south of the Rio Roxo,
FRIDAY, MAY 13.
The prisoners were all marched back to! »»ent. Some of these were old and very useThe consideration of the Navy appropri
and about 30 miles south of the 32d degree Goliad, and were joined by other parties of [fol officers. Among them was James Gulick
The Senate met, and there being no quo ation Bill was resumed, the question being on
of latitude. It has moreover been always
rum present, they adjourned, yeas 14, nays 8 | the amendment of the Senate’s amendment under the jurisdiction of Spain, while Lou prisoners, amounting in all to 407 men.—) the chief engineer of the fire department.
days
in confinement
VT VI U kept eight UIAJ
u 111
V»«». — ;I He received the news of his removal while
providing for a South Sea exploring expedi isiana was in possession of the French, and They were
tion. After a long debate the amendment under the Spanish or Mexican jurisdiction, being allowed only a small piece of beef to ; the fire was ragingin Second street. HeimSATURDAY, MAY 14.
each min once a day, and no bread ; on the i mediately left his post, and’ within five minThe important bill for the relief of the Mu was agreed to, and the Senate’s amendment ever since the cession of Louisiana to the 9lh day at sunrise, they were marched out >»tes afterwards, the facts being known, every
nicipal Corporations of the District of Colum- i as amended was adopted,
.
-yeas
... 92, nays
; _ 68. United States, and has accordingly never under pretence of taking them to Copano to ■ fireman’s cap was turned in token ofdispleasbia, by assuming the payment of the foreign I he Army Appropriation Bill, returned from been under the jurisdiction of the United
embark for New Orleans.
| ’»re, and all the engines were stopped. The
loan, on receiving a transfer of the Canal the Senate with an amendment, was consid States. What possible ground therefore can
The prisoners rejoiced at the prospect of a Mayor was sent for, and came, but could not
ered,
and
the
amendment
agreed
to.
Stock, was taken up, and after a short discus
there be for saying that it is within the limits speedy release—but when they found themthem : make the firemen work, and they did nothing
sion was passed with an amendment restor
of the United States, as claimed by this govern selves divided into four parties, each with a till Mr. Gulick was persuaded to return and
TUESDAY, MAY 10.
ing the provision that the Corporation shall
ment? It is the first time the claim has ever guard of overwhelming strength, and that tike the command; six or eight buildings
The resolution offered on the preceding |been heard of since the treaty of 1819. Bebe authorized to redeem the stock within ten
these parties were marched by different were thus lost which might easily have been
years. This provision it is stated will obvi day, by Mr. Everett, was adopted.
| fore that time an attempt was made to claim
The bill from the Senate, to appropriate that country as a part of Louisiana. But the routes—they began to have gloomy forebod- saved.—Kennebec Journal.
ate the President’s objections to the bill, and
When they had marched about a
is in conformity with the wishes of the citi for a limited time the proceeds of sales of claim even then rested on frivolous grounds, ings.
Robbery.—A lady was robbed of $1000 on
lands, was taken up, and a debate ensued on and was justly abandoned by the making of quarter of a mile, young Hadden’s companies
zens of the District.
three motions for commitment, viz. to com that treaty. The history of the treaty has beard a firing in the direction of Col. Fan board the Portland on Saturday night las!, be| fore the boat left the wharf, in Boston. She
mittee of the Whole, committee of Public just been given in the speech of Mr. Adams. nin’s party.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
__o _______
___until
came on board with her husband—went to
Young
Hadden_______
secreted______
himself
Lands, and committee of Ways and Means.
SATURDAY, MAY 7.
Boston
Daily
Adv.
night—from his hiding place he heard the the ladies’ cabin, and placed a little Hunk
Mr. Cambreleng, at an early hour, asked Mr. Williams of North Carolina, Mr. Grenthe House to go into Committee of the nell, Mr. Granger and Mr. Lincoln, spoke in Extract from a letter from the Secretary of War shrieks and groans of the wounded and dy- containing the money in her berth. Two
to Gen. Gaines, dated Washington, April 25, ing men,—the cries of “ O Lord ! O Lord ' men were observed sitting on the sofa in the
Whole on the State of the Union upon the favor of the first named proposition, Mr. Ha
have mercy 1” and the most affecting ejacu- [ cabin, conversing,—and just before the boat
1836.
bill appropriating a million of dollars for the mer was in favor of the Ways and Means,
Land committee.
“ It is not the wish of the President to take lations of distress were mingled with the started, one of them was seen to take the
defence of the western frontier. Objection and
,, Mr. , Reynolds of the .......
being made, Mr. C. moved a suspension 6f Before the queMmn was deeded the House advantage of present circumstances, and noise of guns, which gradually subsided to- trunk from the berth, wrap his pocket hand
thereby obtain possession of any portion of ward mid-day, when the horrid work was kerchief round it, and walk off with it un
the rules. The rules were suspended and Proceeuad «> lbl! orders of the day.
the Mexican territory. Still, however, the finished.___________________________________ ' der his arm. Those who saw him, said it
the House went into Committee on the bill.
A murmur arose that they were killing the ' was so deliberately done, that they supposed
neutral duties, as well as the neutral rights of
WEDNESDAY, MAY 11.
Mr. C. brought forward all the information in
the possession of the War Department on the
The orders ef the day were called, and the the United States, will justify the Govern prisoners : at that moment the guard which i the trunk belonged to him ; and nothing
subject of our relations with Texas and Mex- i fortification appropriation bill was taken up. ment in taking all necessary measures to pre were in 2 lines, one on each side of the pris- ’ more was thought of the matter, till the boat
ico. In addition to the communications of j Mr. Cambreleng’« amendment, appropriating vent a violation of their territory. Recent oners, passed all on one side and commenced reached Fort Independence, when the lady
the Secretary of War read yesterday, he pre- [ $700,000 for the armament of fortifications, events induce the belief that the Mexican for a fire by platoons at the prisoners ; young missed her trunk and was put on shore, after
the fact above stated, in the hope ol
’
ces, as well as the inhabitants of Texas, must Hadden and three others yet unhurt, started learning
sented copies of the instructions sent to ! being under consideration,
General Gaines and nine letters from that j Mr. Townes, who was entitled to the floor, be in a high stale of excitement. In that por and fled. The cavalry armed with lances, recovering her lost treasure.
Portland Advertiser.
officer. The instructions require General rose, and addressed the committee about two tion of the country, there are many Indian pursued them ; they plunged into the river
Gaines to preserve the neutrality of the Uni- '[ hours, on the various topics heretofore tribes whose habitual predisposition to en and swam ; one was killed in the water, one
Portsmouth and Portland Rail Road.—Wt
ted States, and to resort to force for that pur- ’ brought into the debate. The proscriptive gage in war, is well known as is, also, their upon the bank, and the fate of the third is
understand from a gentleman who accompose, if necessary ; to restrain the Indians policy was, he undertook to show, established reckless disregard of any of the claims of hu unknown.
The
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within the territory of the United States and acted upon, in the Administration prece- manity. And from information which has
from making incursions into Texas ; and to ding that of General Jackson, and before that reached the Government, there is loo much Hadden from his childhood say, that his ! of the route for a Rail Road from Portsmouth
notify all bodies ofarmed men, whether In time, while General Jackson’s immediate reason to believe, that efforts have been made statement rnay be relied upon with implicit to Portland, that they found the land more
dians, Texians or Mexicans, who are found predecessor was in the office of Secretary of to induce these Indians to join the Mexican confidence—no man can hear him tell his sto- j favorable than anticipated. He says the
arwt flnnht
nnrt n
ry and
doubt Jfa
its truth
truth, and
a blacker niettiro
picture highest elevation of the TOUte allOVC tide Wftto be approaching our borders, to desist from State. He adverted, particularly, to some troops. It may therefore, well be, as you an FV
the attempt ; and, if they persist in it, to attack transfers of public -printing made by that ticipate, that these various contending par of perfidy and blood is not on record in the ter is undoubtedly in Saco and Biddeford,
which was ascertained by admeasurement to
ties may approach our frontiers, and that annals of history.
and disperse them. General Gaines, in one Secretary of State.
be about ninety feet only above the sea—
of his letters, states that he shall require a
Mr. Adams rose to explain.
He said he the lives and property of our citizens may be
The Florida War.—A letter from Gen. while Gorham, on the upper route, only ten
force equal to that ofthe contending parties, had never, while he acted as Secretary of placed in jeopardy. Should this be the case,
which he supposes to be about eight or ten I State, made a single change of a public print the President approves the suggestion you Scott, under date of Picolata, April 30, detail miles from Portland, is, according to the sur
thousand men ; he speaks also of having ap er from political causes. While he was be make, and you are authorized to take such ing the recent operations of the army in vey, two hundred and sixteen feet above tide
plied to the New Orleans legion for aid, and i fore the country as a candidate for the Presi position, on either side of the imaginary Florida, and announcing the close of the water. The places where most difficulty
of having received the offer ofthe services of dency, there were many of the printers of the boundary line, as may be best for your defen campaign, has been published. Further ac was anticipated in making the road, he says;
that chivalrous corps, and the Camanches he laws, who were as much opposed to him as sive operations. You will, however, under tive operations he says cannot commence be will be in fact very feasible. The bills, for
In 'the mean example, in Kbnnebunk-port, will lie to the
states are moving and will undoubtedly take any editor could be to any candidate ; but he no circumstances, advance farther than old fore the 20th of November. vf
the field.
had never changed one of them from any Fort Nacogdoches, which is within the lim time it is to be feared the enemy will not be Southeast of the contemplated road, which
The old General seems to undertake his political motive. He did make one change its of the United States, as claimed by this idle. In the present campaign, Gen. Scott will pass through a fine natural valley the
business con amare, and, if he does not get us at General Jackson’s personal suggestion ; Government. But you will please to observe, says, on our side nothing of importance has whole distance between the Mousam »nd
into a general war, both with Mexico and the though, whether Gen. Jackson would recol that this permission will not be exercised, been achieved. It is surprising that so large Saco rivers. The hills, in York, too, will be
Indians, we shall be lucky. I have heard it lect it or not, he could not tell. It was in the unless you should find such an advanced po a portion of our army, both officers and men, wholly avoided by a gradual bend of the road
suggested that, if Gaines and his officers case of an editor at Nashville ; and when sition necessary, to afford due security to the as have been called into service in Florida, to the south. The distance between the two
shotdd find themselves trammelled by the Gen. Jackson and his colleague in the Sen frontier, in consequence of the unsettled state with large detachments of militia from Geor termini, viz. Portland and Portsmouth, he as
gia, South Carolina, Alabama and Louisiana, sures us will not exceed forty-five miles.
laws of nations, instructions, &c. they would ate came and personally requested it as a fa of things beyond you.
“ You will please to explain, fully, your should have been completely foiled in their The Engineers commenced their survey of
throw up their commissions and march their vor, for it was supposed the editor was favor
mounted western riflemen, who are burning able to Gen. Jackson, he did make the trans views and instructious to any armed parties efforts, by an enemy so contemptible in num the route last Monday.—Saco Democrat.
with impatience for a brush with the Mexi fer ;but it was without knowing either of the who may be marching toward you, and bers and resources as the Seminóles. Gen.
cans, into Texas.
editors. The motive of this change was af should they continue to threaten your posi Scott recommends for the prosecution of the
An Editor in trouble.—The Bangor Whig
The question was ardently debated the terwards the subject of much misconstruction. tion, to or manifest a design of crossing into war in the next campaign, the employment of Saturday mentions that Anson Herrick,
the
United
States,
you
are
authorised
to
at

of
regular
troops,
to
the
number
of
3000
whole day. The appropriation was not op He did not mean to charge the present or
formerly publisher of an Anti-Masonic p»'
men, which is equal to three fifths of our per in Hallowell and since publisher of the
posed by any one, because it was universally any Secretary of State with political motives tack and repel them.”
whole army.
admitted that there was a necessity for taking in relation to changes of this kind : but he
Daily Commercial Advertiser in Bangor, hai
Gen. Scott says he is persuaded that the
precautionary measures against the Indians did mean to say, that he did not remove one
More Reform.—We learn from the Bangor
eloped in consequence of a warrant having
and against the Mexicans, who, flushed with printer while he was Secretary of State for Whig that John Bennoch, Esq. Postmaster of whole force of the enemy, including the ne been issued charging him with the crime of
success, and in hot blood, will not probably political considerations ; he never did dismiss Orono, has been removed, and Col. Samuel groes, does not exceed 1200 fighting men. adultery. Herrick, we believe, pretended to
scruple to pass “ an imaginary boundary line.” any man from any office whatever, either Buffum appointed in his place. The Post This is much higher than the official esti be a religious man. The interests ofthe “ p«{*
Mr. J. Q. Adams spoke in favor of the ap while he was Secretary of State or Presi master General has been written to for infor mates heretofore made, and we have seen no ty” we presume will not greatly suffer by tnii
propriation ; but expressed much disapproba dent, for any political consideration. This mation as to the reason of his removal, but no proofs that they reach near that number. He untoward accident, as there are two other
tion at the lack of information in which the course was disapproved by many of his answer is received. The reasons are undoubt has found them generally in parties of from Van Buren papers in Bangor. Herrick it ••
House w’as left on the subject, and protested friends, and, in a historical work, this policy edly that Mr. Bennoch is a respectable old ten to thirty, and never more than About 130 surmised has gone to the “ Great Crossingsagainst the instructions requiring Gen. Gaines was mentioned as a principal cause why he gentleman, who values his integrity too high in one party.—Boston Daily Adv.
Kennebec Journal.
to invade the territory of an ally, as a viola was so unsuccessful as a candidate for re ly to become a partisan of the administration.
tion of the laws of nations, and as a measure election.
David Henshaw, Esq. has resigned the of
Large Strawberries.—A bunch of this de
He is a quiet, modest man, and a faithful post
On motion, the committee then rose, and master. Heretofore the office has been rath fice of Collector of the Customs for the Dis licious fruit, comprising six on a single stem,
of war. He adverted to the character and
origin of the war in Texas, and declared it the House then adjourned.
er a burthen than a benefit to him, but it trict of Boston.
raised in the garden of a gentleman m
was not a war in which he wislied to see the
now begins to have some emolument, and
George street, was presented to us yesterdayUnited States a party. If he was correctly
THURSDAY, MH 12.
must therefore be used to pay some election
Fifty tailors have just arrived at New i The largest ot th« six measured 3| inchest*
iaformsd, this,war of“ our Taxians,” as Gea*
The question of reference of th« land dni- eering partisan for bis services.—Ken. Jour. York from Liverpool, ra the &hip Star.
I circumference«— Charleston Cour.
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Important from Texas r

From England.—The packet ship Pacific
Small Pox in Dover.—A commutdcahas arrived at New York, bringing London
tion from the Chairman of the Board of
HE next term of this Academy will com
papers to April 15.—The British Parliament [From the New York Commercial of Tuesday.]
Health of Dover, published in the “ Enquirer"
SATURDAY, MAY 21, 1836.
mence on Wednesday, June 15tb. All
re-assembled after their short recess on the
SANTA ANNA CAPTURED
who desire to be received as students are re
11th.
Great news from the Texian army—A general of Tuesday, states that no case of the small
New York Anniversaries.—The anni
The statue of William III at Dublin, epox has occurred within the precincts of that quested to make application to Capt. Ralph
battle
—
Santa
Anna
and
Cos
taken
prison

versaries of several national and state reli rected in 1701 in commemoration of the bat
Curtis, a week at least before that time.
ers, with all their officers—one half of the town during the twelve days prior to the
THOMAS O. LINCOLN, Secretary
gious and benevolent societies occurred in tle of the Boyne, has been blown up and en
Mexican army destroyed—triumph of Gener 16th inst. and not a case within the most
of Board of Trustees.
the city of New York, last week. The tirely defaced. This is said to be the fourth
al Houston, with the loss of only six men
compact part of the town for nearly four
attempt which has been made to effect this
killed
and
twenty
wounded.
annual reports presented at these meetings, object.
TRUSTEES MEETING.
weeks. The whole number of patients at
We have this morning received through
There will be a meeting of the Trustees of
detailing the efforts, prospects and condition
There has been a discussion in the French
the
Hospital,
affected
with
genuine
or
modi

the New Orleans papers the unexpected and
Union Academy, on Tuesday, May 31, at the
of the several societies, possess much interest. Chamber of Deputies on a proposition to re
¡astounding news of the complete success of fied small pox, has been 21, of whom 5 have Academy building, at 2 o’clock P.*M.
move
the
remains
of
Napoleon
from
St.
Hel

—From the 20th annual report of the “ Ameri
THOS. O. LINCOLN, Secretary of
ena to France, which was decided by refer the Texian arms, under General Houston, died—of those who have recovered, 6 had
can Bible Society,” we learn that 24 new aux ring the subject to the council of Ministers— over the Mexican army commanded by Gen been dismissed, and 8 will be dismissed in
Board of Trustees.
Kennebunk, May 21, 1836.
iliary societies (principally county societies) also on a petition for the repeal of the law eral Santa Anna ; himself, his brother and the course of the present week.
have been formed during the last year. The which excludes the Bonaparte family from second in command, General Cos, and their
officers, taken prisoners, with the loss of 700
TJge Board of
of the
Qy^Our readers will find under the Con
number of auxiliary societies is now nearly France’, which was rejected.
King Otho of Greece has renounced his men killed and 500 taken prisoners. This gressional head, in this day’s paper, a brief town of Kennebunk, hereby give notice to
1000. The society has issued during the
the Inhabitants of said town, that the Small
right of succession to the throne of Bavaria. body formed the largest ot two divisions of
year 63,166 Bibles and 150,018 Testaments in
In the Paris papers of Friday we find the the Mexicans, the two bodies being divided sketch of a debate in the House, on the 7th Pox has made Its appearance near by us and
tlie English language ; 1,996 Biblesand 1,818 question of the American indemnity revived, by the river Brazos, whose sudden rise pre inst, relating to the Texian troubles. The has proved fatal in several instances ; we
vented their junction.
The accounts are
therefore advise the immediate vaccinnation
Testaments in the German language ; 593 which was thought to have been already dis from various and respectable sources, and facts elicited on this occasion are interesting i
of all persons who have not had the kine pox
posed of. M. Thiers was questioned in the
Bibles and 756 Testaments in the French Chamber of Peers upon the subject, as to there is little in them of a conflicting charac and important. Mr. J. Q. Adams, it seems, or small pox, as they are in danger of that
language ; 169 Bibles and 213 Testaments in whether the explanations required by the ter. It is a fair inference, therefore, that they in the course of the debate, made certain terrible disease.
are substantially true.
S. EMERSON,
? Board of Health of
statements which are unpalatable to his new
the Spanish language ; 3,646 modern Greek Valaze amendment had been received ?
JACOB FISHER, 5
Kennebunk.
Testaments ; 51 Portuguese Bibles and Tes whether any money had been actually paid ? [From the New Orleans Bulletin of May 2.] friends. The Jackson papers, which were
May 20,1836.
and in fine what was the gist of the matter ?
An express has arrived here via Natchito publishing, a few weeks since, his denuncia
taments ; 66 Welch Bibles and Testaments ; The Prime Minister replied that the first in
ches, from Texas, and confirmed by Gen.
58 Arabic, Syriac, Swedish and Dutch Bibles stalment had been (as was officially announ Gaines, that Gen. Houston, of Texas, has tions of his old friends and supporters and in
HAT all may reap the benefit of the
and Testaments, and 73 Italian, Polish, Dan ced) paid, and that the expressions and tone conquered Santa Anna and his army. San viting particular attention to the sayings of <
prophylactic virtue of the kine pox,
ish, Gaelic and Indian Bibles and Testa of Gen. Jackson’s Message to Congress of the ta Anna himself and bis soldiers all prison their neiv and respected ally, are now endeav- ’
Dr. MORSF has obtained the genuine vac
1st of December were in themselves suffi ers. The forces of Santa Anna were estima oring to show that the old gentleman is a
ments—making a total of 222,612 copies, ciently satisfactory to justify that step.
cine virus, and will vaccinate all those who
As ted at 1100, and those of Houston at 600.
and an aggregate since the formation of the that Message, however, was delivered before The express further states that Houston’s ar liar. “ There are strange ups and downs in feel unable to pay, and will call at his House
between 3 and 6 o’clock, P. M. within 20
society of 1,770,348.—A New Testament Mr. Barton, who had left France rather ab my destroyed half of the Mexicans, and the life.”
days,/rec of expense, i
for the Blind is now in press at Boston—4 ruptly, could reach the United States, it was loss on his side was six killed and 23 wound
May 21, 1836.
Small pox in Hollis.—Twelve or thir
deemed advisable to wait, and give the Pres ed.
volumes are completed and the remainder ident, if he thought fit, another opportunity
The saddle of Santa Anna was taken and teen cases of Small Pox have occurred in
flint MORGAN,
will be published in the course of two months. of addressing Congress upon the subject. A brought in, and is of a costly order, being es Hollis, (Salmon Falls,) within the last ten or
—Distributions among seamen have contin fair time having elapsed, and there being no timated as worth between 6 and 800 dollars, twelve days. Only two deaths had occurred A TRUE SON OF OLD SHERMAN MORGAN.
ued to increase during the year.—Several reason to assume that General Jackson had and the express who brought in the news, up to Tuesday last,—-(Hon. Jabez Brad
10[ORSE Growers are
been induced to change his views after con rode on the horse of Santa Anna.
translations of the scriptures into foreign lan ferring with Mr. Barton, the French Govern
Every pre
respectfully informed
The following information came to hand bury and his eldest daughter.)
guages are in progress.—$45,000 have been ment felt that it could not longer delay the yesterday :
t^)e distinguished Flint
caution has been taken to prevent the spread
Morgan Horse will pursue
A gentleman of this city, who arrived this ing of the disease.
appropriated for printing and circulating the payment of the indemnity. It then consid
nearly the same route as last year, commen
scriptures in foreign countries, all of which, ered the honor and dignity of France as sat morning from Atakap^s, in the steamboat
The last Democrat contains a notice, pub cing about the 20th of the present month.
isfied, so thought the mediating power (Eng Velocipede, states that on the evening previ
with the exception of $5000, has been paid. land) too, and in this opinion he thought ev ous to his departure two persons arrived at lished by the Board of Health of Saco, urging Persons wishing to rear good bottomed road
The receipts of the year, from all sources, ery reflecting mind must concur. M. Dubou- St. Martinsville, direct from Texas—that t|se inhabitants of that town to avail them sters are invited to improve this Horse.
JOHN BELLOWS.
were $104,899 45—expenditures $107,910 93 chage, the interrogating Peer, observed that these persons, who appeared to be men of selves of the earliest opportunity of receiving
May 15, 1836.
it was by no means certain that the Cham respectability, related as a positive fact that
—balance in the treasury $8,265 70.
vaccination,
“
as
the
best
means
of
prevent

bers accepted the Message of the 1st Decem an engagement had taken place between the
N oticE
The 11th annual report of the “ American ber as conclusive, and be thought that fur Texian forces under General Houston, and ing the extension of the Small Pox, which is ~
Tract Society” states, that the total receipts ther explanation on the part of Government the Mexican army, in which the latter were now prevailing in a neighboring town.”—A At a meeting of the Directors of the Port
land Stage Company, held at Jonathan
into the treasury of that society, during the was due to the Chamber. He did not mean totally routed, having lost 700 men in killed similar notice from the Board of Health of
Stone’s Inn, Kennebunk, on Monday, the
last year, were $105,003 59—the expendi to charge the Government, however, with and wounded and 500 prisoners, among this town, will be found in another column.
9th day of May , 1836.
paying the instalments until they had receiv whom was Gen. Cos. The loss of the Tex
tures amounted to the same sum. New aux
It will be seen by an advertisement in the
ed these satisfactory explanations. As evi ians is said to be inconsiderable.
Voted, That the Agent of the Portland
iliaries 34 ; whole number of auxiliaries 1180. dence of the returning confidence between
The circumstances as related by these gen same column, that no one can excuse himself Stage Company, be instructed to conform to
The society have printed, in various langua France and the United Stales, it is now said tlemen were that the Mexican army had from for a non-compliance with the recommenda the requirements of an Act prohibiting the
ges, 4,556,972 different publications, making that Mr. Serrurier was about to set out for some cause or other been separated into two tion of the Board of Health, on the ground of emission and circulation of Bank bills of a
small denomination and certain others, ap
Washington to resume his functions as bodies, divided by the river Brazos ; that the
101,293,584 pages, and have circulated 3,298,- Charge d’Affaires.
proved March 19th, 1836.
sudden rise of that river prevented the two inability to pay.
846 publications of different kinds, making
Voted, That the above vote, together with
bodies from effecting a junction ; that Hous
HYMENEAL.^
the 2d and 4th sections of said Act, be pub
From Canton.—We have received the ton marched against the larger body, amount __________
72,480,076 pages.
The “ American Home Missionary Society” Canton Register to Jan. 26, received by the ing to 1300 or 1400 men—that the latter re
MARRIED—In this» town, on Sunday morn lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, Maine
Democrat, and one or more papers in the
ship Emily Taylor, Capt. Moore. Besides treated, and in their retreat set fire to the
has 753 missionaries and agents, more or less an account of recent fires in Canton, and the town of Harrisburgh. Houston succeeded in ing laat, by Rev. Mr. Wells, Capt. Jeremiah City of Portland.
Paul, to Mrs. Hamnah Wise.
of whom have been employed in 25 different Hoppo’s edict requiring the sloop of war overtaking them about seven miles from that
DANIEL SEWALL, President.
In York, Mr. Jacob Bunker of Durham, N. H.
NATH’L JEFFERDS, Clerk.
States and territories and in the provinces of Vincennes to be sent immediately back town, and made a sudden and vigorous at to Miss Hannah Carlisle.
In Boston, Mr. Henry Davis, to Miss Char
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That from
Upper and Lower Canada. Receipts of the whence she came, it contains an account of tack on them, and after some severe fighting
several successful operations at the Opthal- the Mexicans were totally defeated, with the lotte Paul, formerly of Eliot.
and after the first day of June next, no per
year (including balance on hand at its com mic Hospital, under the care of the Rev. Dr. loss abovementioned. The gentlemen stated
In Portsmouth, Mr. Simeon Odiorne of Saco, son or body corporate in this State, shall pass,
mencement) $107,039 07---- disbursements Parker. By one of these operations a Chi that they were a short distance from Harris to Miss Eliza Moses, daughter of Mr. James or put into circulation, directly or indirectly,
nese lad whose ears were from his birth clo burgh and could distinctly hear the firing, and Moses, of P.
$92,108 94.
any Bank Bill or note of a less denomination
than two dollars issued by any Bank in this
The “ American Seaman's Friend Society'1 sed, or rather who had no indication ot ears, that the result was well known before their
OBITUARY.
except a small and unsightly piece of what departure—that Houston had marched in
State, and from and after the first day of Oc
have five regular chaplains in foreign ports, , should have been a human ear, was enabled pursuit of the other body, which it was sup
DIED—In Hollis, 13th inst. Jabez Bradbu tober next no person or body corporate in
and have commenced or are about to estab
hear for the first time, by a perforation of posed could not possibly escape him.
ry, Esq. member of the Executive Council of this State shall pass or put into circulation as
lish important agencies in five other foreign ! the ears. There were several cases of suc
aforesaid any Bank Bill or note of a less de
The following official document was issued this State, aged 43 years.
In Alfred, on Monday last, Lovey Ann, nomination than three dollars issued by any
two days after the battle.
A. Houston, who
ports. There are 16 Bethel Chapels in the cessful operations for cataract.
Boston Daily Adv.
endorses it, is, we believe, a general officer, daughter of Mr. James Leavitt, aged 12 years. Bank or person in this State, and from and
Atlantic seaports under the patronage of the
In Kittery, Mrs. Susan P. wife of Mr. Samuel after the first day of June eighteen hundred
and brother of the commander-in-chief:—
Society—in 13 of these public worship is
Norton, Jun. aged 29 years ;—Mrs, Tamson and thirty seven no person or body corporate
From Texas.—The New Orleans Adverti
Head Quarters. Army, ?
Bellamy, aged 66 years.
constantly maintained and in 3 occasionally. ser of the 2d inst. furnishes the following :
April 23, 1836.
$
In Dover, Miss Charity Shorey, aged 34 years, in this State shall pass or put into circula
Extract of a letter, dated
Bethel Ministers are also established at
To the People towards Nacogdoches :
daughter
of the late Mr. Jacob Shorey of Eliot. tion as aforesaid any Bank Bill or note of a
MATAMORAS, APRIL 7, 1836.
We met Santa Anna on the 21st; we at
In Hollis, on Monday last, Miss Mary, eldest less denomination than five dollars issued by
Cleaveland, Buffalo, Utica, Troy and Oswe
any Bank or person in this State.
The Texians have lost Labordia—the Mex tacked him with 600 men ; he had 1100 in
ot Hon. Jabez Bradbury.
go. The Society publish a Hymn book, ican loss is great, say 900 men. Report has fantry, 2 howitzers; we entirely routed his daughter
Sec. 4. Be it further eliacted, That if any
In Biddeford, 25th ult. Mrs. Abigail, wife of
Monthly Magazine and a Temperance Alma just come to town of the defeat of Santa An whole force, killed half of his men, and took Mr. Israel Perkins, aged 32 years.
person in this State shall violate the second
section of this Act, the person so offending
_
nac for the use and improvement of Seamen. na and the troops at Red River, with a great the rest prisoners. Santa Anna himself and
loss.
shall forfeit and pay for each and every such
all his principal officers are our prisoners.
Receipts last year, $13,172 15.
You will receive this via Tampico, as all The history of war does not furnish a parallel
offence a sum not less than five nor more than
The Annual Meeting of the “ American direct communication is cut off, and uncer to the battle, we had 6 killed and 20 wound ■ KENNEBUNK, MAY 21, 1836.
fifteen dollars. And if any Bank in this State
shall violate any of the provisions of this Act,
Anti-Slavery Society" was held in New York tain how long it may remain so.
Ten days ed. I have not time or I would send on a
arrived.
such Bank shall forfeit and pay for each and
on Tuesday, 10th inst.
Several addresses since an embargo was laid on all the vessels full report. I will do that in the course of to
May 17—Sch. Moro, Mitchell, Boston ;
every such offence five hundred dollars ; And
in this port—most of which were then ready morrow. I again call on my fellow citizens
were made. The House in which it was
18
—
Brig
Packet,
Hill,
do.;
if any body corporate in this State, other than
for sea. The object of the embargo was to to come to the field ; let us fall on and con
Sch.
Grape,
Ward,
do.
;
held was well filled and no disturbance oc prevent any notice of the intended expedition quer the remaining troops, and our country
a Bank, or the Agent of any such body cor
19— Schs. Alpha, Perkins, do. ;
porate acting in said capacity, or any person
curred during the exercises.—The Annual from reaching Texas.
is free, turn out at once, there is no excuse
Ariadne, Marshall, Gloucester.
acting in said Agent’s stead, shall violate any
We have just received news that the 200 now ; let us do the work at once.
meeting of the “ New York Colonization So
sailed.
of the provisions of this Act, such body cor
THOS. J. RUSH, Sec. at War.
ciety” was held the same evening. Several Texian prisoners at Labordia have been shot
May 13—Sch. Grape, Ward, Boston ;
porate shall forfeit and pay for each and every
and hung, by order of the President, General
I certify the above to be a true copy
18
—
Sch.
Ploughboy,
Worm
wood,
do.
;
eloquent addresses were made.
The House Santa Anna.
such offence, a sum not less than twenty-five,
of the express just received from the Secre
19— Sch. R|oro, Mitchell, do.
nor more than one hundred dollars. And
was crowded to excess.
A collection was
tary of War, who was himself in the battle.
[From the New Orleans Bee, same date.]
MEMORANDA.
each and every body corporate in this State,
A. HOUSTON.
taken up and many sums of $25 were
Thirteen persons, who were taken prison
Adv. at Liverpool, April 8, New Orleans, Banks not excepted, offending as aforesaid,
pledged, for which the Society engaged to ers of war at San Patrico on the 14th of To J. R. Dunn.
Cole, to clear same day.
shall be liable to forfeiture of charter.
San Augustine, April 26.
March
and
carried
to
Matamoras,
were
shot
Ar. at New York, 13th, sch. Henry, Morrill,
furnish a passage for one emigrant to Liberia
I, thetmclersigned, as Agent
on the 14th of April at Matamoras, by order
The New Orleans Bee, of the 3d instant, says : Saco.
—one gentleman contributed $1000 in aid of of the Mexican commander.
At Mayagüez, 1st inst., sch. Isabella, Stevens, of the Portland Stage Company, hereby give
We heard it stated, as if on good authority, that
the object. “ The society evidently gained
notice, that the provisions of the above law
The American brig Jane, Capt. Williams, General Houston held a council of war on the of Saco, for Boston, unc.
Cid. at Wilmington, 2d, sch. Norway, Emery, and vote will be carried into effect.
hence, was seized at Matamoras and the cap fate of his prisoners, and that Santa Anna and
new friends to the cause.”
New
York.
all
his
officers
had
been
shot.
The
privates
All Drivers and others in the employment
tain put in prison, for hoisting the American
Ar. at New York, 14th, ship Chester, Mason, of the P. S. C. are hereby directed to govern
The Annual meeting of the “ New York ensign with union down, as a signal to an A- were sent to Matamoras. It was also stated that
hence.
General
Gaines
had
written
a
private
letter
con

Sunday School Union” was held on the eve mencan man of war which was off that port.
Ar. at Havana, 27th ult. brig Perseverance, themselves accordingly.
firmatory of this account, but we did not see it.
ENOCH PAINE.
ning of the 10th. Reports were read from
There can however be no doubt that Houston Burnham, Wilmington.
Portland, May 10, 1836.
Ar. at Philadelphia, 15th, brig Herschell,
MOBILE, MAY 2.
has conquered and that the Mexican army is
75 (ofabout 80) Schools, showing an aggre
White, Trinidad, via Havana, 14.
The rumor of a rising of Indians on the prostrated.
gate of 2083 teachers and 13,182 scholars.
Cid at New York, 16th, barque Com. Morris,
Mexican frontier, is satisfactorily contradicted.
If these accounts are true, the overthrow of Perkins, Havana.
There are in the Libraries belonging to the On Saturday, the 23d ult. Major McCald, aid
OR which prime notes and mortgages of
Santa Anna is one of the most brilliant achieve
SPOKEN.
different schools, 23,871 volumes.
The to Gen. Gaines, was at Natchez, (Miss.) on ments in the annals of war. Our doubts as to the
Real Estate, inferior to none in the
12th
inst.
lat.
34
30,
Ion.
68,
barque
Nimrod,
meeting was addressed by several gentlemen, his way to Washington City, with communi extent of the victory arise chiefly from the un of this port, 20 days from Havre for Charleston. city, will be given.
Bank and other city
cations
for
the
War
Department.
He
stated
precedented disparity in the numbers of the re
1st inst. barque Pomona, Nason, from London stocks bought and sold by
was well attended and is represented as in
that Gen. Gaines had become satisfied that spective parties reported as killed. If it be true for New York—no lat. or Ion. given.
WM. H. WOOD,
teresting and animated.
his previous information of an actual rising that Santa Anna and his officers have been put
Stock and Exchange Broker,
to
death,
the
event
is
one
without
example
in
among the Indians was incorrect, and had ac
Fore Street.
Connecticut Senator.—John M. Niles cordingly recalled the troops he had sent to modern days. That the chief of a great nation jnedicines, Paints and Oils.
Portland, May 10, 1836.
should
be
conquered
in
the
field,
captured,
and
Oye-StuHs
and
Groceries.
has been elected U. S. Senator, by the Leg the Sabine. His agents despatched among
put to death by the victors, is an event with but
HE subscribers have just opened at the
islature of Connecticut, to supply the vacancy the Indian towns, had returned with the in few parallels since the discomfiture of Zeeb and
ODDRIDGE’S FAMILY EXPOS
store recently occupied by Edward
telligence
that
all
was
quiet,
and
assurances
occasioned by the death of the Hon. Nathan
Zalmuna by the Israelites in the days of the
ITOR ; Way land’s Moral Science ;
Gould, and will constantly keep Medicines
from the Indians of peaceful intentions. The Theocracy. Nevertheless, if Col. Fannin, as
Boyer’s French Dictionary;
Smith. In the House he received 121 of panic caused by these alarming reports had
of
all
kinds
and
the
best
quality
—
Paints
and
appears now to be generally conceded, with his
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer;
202 votes, and in the Senate 17 of 21 votes. subsided, and the Texians, relieved from ap gallant band, were murdered by Santa Anna, in Oils.
—ALSO —
The Backslider—or No. 5 of “Ware’s
Dye-Stuffs
and
Groceries,
all
of
which
will
disregard
of
the
articles
of
capitulation,
the
ex

His term of office will expire in two years prehensions for their families, were resorting
Scenes and Characters illustrating Christian
be
sold
on
as
good
terms
as
can
be
purchased
ecution
of
the
tyrant
will
bo
regarded
as
a
juat
ret

from the fourth of March next.
Mr. Niles in considerable numbers to the camp of
truth.”
ribution.
here or elsewhere.
W. M. BRYANT.
Houston.
Life of the Saviour ;
now holds the office of Senator by appoint
A. WARREN.
A force amounting to from 500 to 700 men,
CONFIRMATION.
Young Man’s Guide ;
Kennebunk, May 21, 1836.
ment from the Governor.
is ready to start from Mississippi, in three di
Since the above was in type, we are assured
Young Lady’s Sunday Book ;
visions, one from Vicksburg, on the 5th inst. that a letter has been received by a mercantile
Young Lady’s Own Book ;
Virginia.—The elections for Delegates to a second from Natchez on the ,6th, and a house in this city, dated New Orleans, 3d May,
Young Man’s Own Book ;
at
the
closing
of
the
mail
;
that
the
steamboat
third
from
Saint
Francisville,
on
the
8th.
the Legislature of Virginia have terminated,
ERSONS wishing to purchase Grave A great variety of CHILDREN’S BOOKS.
Romeo had that morning arrived at New Or
Stones, will find the subscriber at the
and returns from ail the districts have been They will rendezvous at St. Martinsville, and leans from Natchitoches confirming all the par
For sale by
D. REMICH.
cross the country to Harrisburgh.
shop of Levi P. Hillard, on Tuesday, May 31,Kennebunk, May 14,1836.
as related in the foregoing paragraphs.
received. There is a Van Buren majority of
The New Orleans volunteers in Florida, ticulars
A letter has been received at New Orleans prepared to trade on liberal terms.
18 or 20, about the same as last year. The will be paid off on the 3d, and Gen. Houston from
S. J. BRADBURY.
Gen. Houston himself, dated April 20th, a
HEMLOCK BO ARDS.
National Intelligencer in announcing this re stated in a public address, that they had sig few hours before the battle, in which he states that
May 21,1836.
ANTED by the subscriber, 20 M.
nified
their
intention
to
offer
their
services
to
Gen.
Santa
Anna
was
marching
on
him
with
an
sult says :—“ The whigs have neither lost or
Merchantable Hemlock BOARDS.
Texas, and will sail directly to Harrisburgh. army of 1500 men, and that he had placed his
gained any thing of consequence in the com
WM. LORD.
Register.
troops in ambush to cut them off".
May 5, 1836.
position of the House of Delegates; but the
ISSES EATON & HILL have taken
The Penobscot Bank, in Bangor, organ
election is said to establish, beyond reasona
a room in the dwelling-house of Capt.
Several dwelling-houses and stores were
Palm Leaf Mat».
ized on the 2d inst. Isaac Farrar, President;
ble doubt, that the majority of the voters of
Daniel Eaton, in Wells, where they intend
destroyed by fire in Nantucket, Mass, on the
carrying
on
the
Millinery
and
Dress
Making
the State are on the whig side. The whigs
morning of the 11th inst. Many other build
LARGE assortment of PALM LEAF
business, and will keep constantly for sale an
in Virginia are in high spirits.”
HATS for sale bv the subscriber.
A case of the Small Pox exists in Bow assortment of Straw Bonnets and rich Rioings were on fire, and more or less injured, but
WILLIAM LORD.
bons of all kinds, together with Fancy Goods.
doinham,
in
this
State,
in
the
person
of
a
were
saved
by
the
exertions
of
the
citizens.
A new Van Buren paper, called the “ Reg
Kennebunk, May 4 1836.
Well«,i
May
18»
1836.
young man recently from New York.
The loss is estimated at $100,000.
ulator,” has been established at Brunswick.
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presented to
•iim,”UAur
Chariest™ Cow*

some parts of the State.

POETRY.

PORTER HALL

Some of its sup

CHARLES HOLMAN»

] Witcher, Dover ; James Fogg,

porters are truly respectable and able men,
| Wm.Gault, Concord ; Ephraim Dav i69’
AS lately received and offers for sale
•Nos. 9
10, Penhallow-street,
but in very many instances the doctrine
a prime assortment of GOODS,
STANZAS.
prey River ; Wm. North & Co., Great p?'
Portsmouth,
(A*.
H.)
Yes,—I can bear to see thee now,
serves as a shelter to secret enemies, who suitable for the season,
Somersworth; John H. Wheeler,
?
With quiet lip and placid brow ;
AS prepared and constantly on hand Tufts, Dover; Dr. W. Norwood p A1
would not be accredited, did they not claim
Thine eyes may watch me as they will,
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the John R. Reding, Haverhill; Elder Guy BeoP
The Nation’s Progress,
the respectable class as their endorsers.
They cannot make one heart-string thrill;
following Medicines
ly, Keene. In Massachusetts, by Rev S
R Licentiousness and Ruin ; A dis
Your Agent takes the liberty of suggest
I’ve known thee fickle, known my peace
course delivered on the evening of the NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. I Spaulding, Newbury ; H. HaÄn V &
The sport of thy most cold caprice ;
ing another practice ofbad influence on the
annual Fast in Massachusetts, April 7, 1836,This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled hill ¡ Joshua Hubbard, Lowell ; El’iishT’’
Now sue,—now woo,—I’ve snapt the chain,— cause. Many of the Post offices are kept in
by John Gunnison, Pastor of the Union for the following complaints, viz :—Dyspep ter, No. 3, Washington street, Salem • M°r‘
I cannot be thy slave again.—
rum shops. It is well known that the Evangelical church of Amesbury and Salis sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billions nard & Noyes, No. 13, CornhilL Win
There was a time when I for thee
Chief Magistrate of the nation has publicly bury. For sale by
PORTER HALL.
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, Washington al. and Geo. M. Mead iTnh?Wn'
Looked with all love’s anxiety :
given his certificate in behalf of temperance.
Kennebunk, May 6, 1836.
Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans Boston ; James Worthen, Amesbury »"5
When sitting breathless,—feverish,—mute,
It is devoutly to be wished that many of the
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in Samuel Norris, Salisbury ; James M„i
I’ve listened, trembling for thy foot!
the side, stomach and breast, colds and Lynn. In New York, by RuslZL,’fr
subordinate officers should be imbued with
Thy presence was as if I quaffed
GARDEN SEEDS,
coughs, of Jong standing, hoarseness, short pen wall, James H. Hall, and A. Innes
From life’s rich fount a daily draught;
the same principles. Cannot the friends of
ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which J. V. E. Vanderhooi; Brooklyn ut?. |
Thy parting dimmed, yet fed the flame,—
temperance, with total disregard of party
REMICH
Now come or go,— ’tis all the same !
is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues by Dr. Benj. Plummer, Bangor ; David r I’
feelings, procure a divorce of this unnatural
AS just received from the New England surpass any thing heretofore known in re fith, Portland .; Elder Henry FrJst, Corn«f’
alliance between rum and these important
’Tis over,—I have flung thee off,
Seed Store, Boston, a large assort moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Wm. Spring, Calais ; Capti James AlÄ
With careless heart ; and bitter scoff,—
and confidential establishments ? Can they
ment of Garden Seeds of the growthbeen
of known to cure this afflicting disease, af Stevens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co Beif.»
Thou—who didst dare,—fool that thou wert, not also, with a little disregard of party, pre 1835.
cl’
ter having baffled every exertion for four iosf?.hbcia«k’ Yo!V Sa,nuel
To trifle
with
a
trusting
heart
!
*
* *
*
—AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING :—
years. It has a most powerful influence in Neddick ; Samuel Sawyer, Oeunnnit • o
vent a recurrence of such spectacles of intoxThough■ thou
didst
know
how deep and true
Early White Dwarf Case Knife Bean.
removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant Wm. Gooch, Wells ; D. REMlCH
ication as disgraced some of the last milita
My feelings were in root and hue.
London Horticultural Foie Bean.
to take and in its operation so much so, that bunk ; Sheldon Hobbs, North Berwkk’
O, search this world—
—-aa firmer mind,
ry musters ? Few as were the opportuLong Blood Beet.
it may be administered to the infant with Enoch Goodale, Saco ; Wm. Winslow BrnnJ
Or fonder heart thou will not find !
nitiesjofyour Agent, he yet had to witness
Early Turnip Blood Beet,
safety.
wick ; James Bowman, Gardiner* Tan>
French
Sugar Beet.
debasing instances of intemperance.
On
Farewell—I cannot mourn the hour
Bene Plant.
Directions for receiving this or any other & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse Taylor, NorrE
That breaks, for aye, thy spell of power ;
one occasion, while he was delivering an
Early York Cabbage.
of the following named medicines accom walk. In Vermont, by Burnham & SkiiX
I cannot mourn, that from such clay
Early Dutch Cabbage.
address within walls consecrated to the
cr>
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates Newbury.
The idle robes are torn away.
Large
late
Drumhead
Cabbage.
service of God, a human being was lying
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re
O^All directions signed in the hand wri
Green Globe Savoy Cabbage.
If ever blush at feelings weak,
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a ting of the proprietor.
under the opposite fence deprived of reason
r*
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pickling.)
For thee, again may tinge my cheek,
Sept. 19.
“
Long Orange Carrot,
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the
by rum. In relief to this black picture, it is
For very shame that blush would be,
Curled Cress, or Peppergrass.
Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church :
That I could dream of loving thee !
the pleasing duty of the Agent to remark,
Early Frame Cucumber.
also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH
Long Green Prick ley do.
that on one occasion a General officer gave a
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
Lettuce.
truly temperance address to the soldiers ;an
Green Citron Melon.
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
address — as was stated by an intelligent wit
Pine Apple Melon.
AGENT’S REPORT.
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
Long
Carolina
Water-Melon.
ILL find in the use of the ALBION
ness-replete with the soundest maxims
and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
[CONCLUDED.j
Mustard.
and creditable alike to the head and the
place
;
which
gentlemen
it
is
well
known
CORN PLASTER, one of the
Nasturtium.
Another source of considerable difficulty
White Portugal Onion.
here are as credible, respectable and compe most efficacious remedies known for that
heart of the addresser.
in the management of temperance affairs in
Silver Skin do.
tent witnesses as any persons in this commu troublesome complaint, as hundreds or
The Agent, in common with his prede
Large Deep Red Onion.
this State, arises from defective organization
nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of thousands can, and are ready to testify toils
cessor, was forcibly impressed with the util
Squash
Pepper.
of Lown societies. They should be auxilia
Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
Double Curled Parsley.
ity of County Societies holding sessions
having answered a better purpose lhananv
ry to county societies. Their annual meet
Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
Large Dutch Parsuep.
during terms of Court. Their influence is
Early Scarlet Short Top Radish.
Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re thing they had ever used. This applicati0J
ings should be in December, in season to re
direct, and tells immediately on those who
Summer Savory,
never causes the least pain, although it sof
spectable persons.
mit returns to county conventions, which
Rhubarb.
bring that influence into active life. Pe
tens the Corn and draws it out by the roots,
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
Canada Crook Neck Squash.
last should be in session as early as the first
culiarly useful is it on such occasions to bring
Early Bush Scollop Summer Squash.
This Ointment stands at the head of all It gives immediate ease as soon as applied
of January, in order to transmit returns to
Early Long Warted do.
truth before Jurors and grand Jurors. It is
remedies
for the following diseases which and is as thorough as it is gentle in its effect«’
the Corresponding Secretary of the State
Long Winter Crook Neck do.
ardently hoped that legal gentlemen will, in
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism
REMARKABLE CURES !
Ruta Baga Turnip.
Society in season to be prepared and digested
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,
this connexion, reflect on the obligations rest
Early While Dutch do.
(tZ’A gentleman near Greenfield writes*
for the consideration of the annual State Con
Tomato.
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand “ It has cured a Corn, which for years had
ing on them as patriots, as moral men and
vention. Some vague jealousies may exist
ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff
Flower Seeds.
as Christians.
in some town societies in opposition to this
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu caused me inconceivable pain and trou
—ALSO—
'Die grand remedy, however, for the eble, faff,er trying various other remedies •)
plan of affiliation. If the objections can
an assortment of Seeds put up by the Shakers lar action.
yilsW intemperance, remains to be stated. It at ¿Alfred.
It assuages pains in Bilesand Abscesses. and having received such relief myself !
not be removed by sound reasoning ('and
is intellectual, moral and religious light. It
Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed advise all, however obstinate the complaint
April 16,1836.
surely the alarm is but imaginary,J the cases
is a position laid down by one of the most
Breasts in females if applied in its early stage, to make trial of the: Albion Corn Plaster
should be treated as exceptions and extra
eminent authors of our country, that “if our
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and and I have no doubt they will soon bea$
labour must be encountered in collect
NOTICE.
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. ready to express their gratitude as lam.”
republic be destined to longer life than the
ing the statistics in relation to them. In all
LL persons indebted to the subscriber Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
republics of antiquity and of more recent
An Agent, in writing for a further sup
cases where practicable, there should be one
are requested to make payment previ cessary. This remedy is offered to the public
ages, it will be due to the conservative influ
ply of the Albion Corn Plaster, observes—
ous to the first of August next.
central Society in every town, with branch
with the full assurance that it far excels the
WM. BOURNE.
opodeldocs and liniments of the present day, “ I have made sale of all you sent me, and
es extending into its several divisions. By ences of Christianity.” In this position the
author is confirmed by all history. Our
Wells, May 2, 1836.
for the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted find the article to be all it professes to be
such arrangement, statistical facts of inter
to give it the decided preference to every as those who have used it find it to prove
est to the cause may be conveniently collect country is almost, if not entirely, a pure
democracy ; and a pure democracy can onlv
thing else. Many physicians of eminence the best article for corns they have ever
Administratrix’s Motice.
ed and transmitted.
be permanent when based on intelligence, 1VTOTICE is hereby given, that the subscri- have used this ointment and extol its merits. met with.
An apparent and a very great obstacle to
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
on morality, and religious principle.
ber has been duly appointed adminis
Price 50 cents a box with directions.
the progress of temperance exists in the legal
riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of
tratrix of the estate of
JOHN
M.
O
’
BRIEN.
and illegal sale of intoxicating liquors. To
his
daughter
of
a
contracted
knee,
accompa

DANIEL WALKER,
THE BRITISH ANTISEPTIC
remedy this enormous—this inexpressibly
late of Kennebunk, in the county of York, nies and envelopes each vial.
PROB
A
TE
N
OTICE?
destructive evil —we must resort to legisla
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
Trader, deceased, and has taken upon herself
tion. It is among the primary duties of so At a, Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with- that trust by giving bonds as the law directs. preparation accompany each box. This oint
Renders the teeth beautifully and perma
ciety to protect its members. By natural law
in and for the County of York, on the first All persons having demands against said es ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It nently white, embellishes the enamel, re
and by the Constitution of our State, the
Monday in April, in the year of our Lord tate are requested t« exhibit the same ; and contains no mercurial or other deleterious in moves the feetor arising from decayed teeth
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, bu the all persons indebted to said estate are called gredients, so common in many of the popular usually termed offensive breath, prevents
right of“ pursuing and obtaining safety and
ointments in use.
happiness,” is considered inalienable. But JHon^WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court : upon to make payment.
their decay, and tooth ache, eradicates the
'VATERHOUSE, guardian of
MARY WALKER.
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in scurvy from the gums, and imparts a most
in numerous instances the safety and happi
April 4, 1836.
a
u .a*1 a* Charies Henry, Reuben and
all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied
ness of women and children, as well as of barah E. Littlefield, minors, and children of
externally. Directions accompany and envel desirable sweetness to the breath.
others, is destroyed by the satanic vice of Elisha Littlefield, late of Kennebunk, in said
C?An experienced druggist pronounces
ope each vial.
intemperance. If the victims to the vice are county, yeoman, deceased, having present
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There this Tooth Powder one of the best he has
OTICE is hereby
that
the, Patent
censurable, does less criminality attach to ed his first accounts of guardianship of his
' given,
°
.
,------ never was <an article introduced into the ever met with, either Foreign or Domestic.
granted to me for cleansing and dressdress “----hpalinonrfsurpassing this, for burns, biles,
rum-sellers who are its sponsors and god said wards for allowance :
&
Price 50 cents.
February
7th.
1834.
has has ¿
ing
Feathers,
dated
February
7th,
1834,
ORDERED—That the said guardian
cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
fathers ? It has been suggested, however,
been
renewed
with
a
more
correct
specifica

that all legislative enactment should be re give notice to all persons interested, by caus tion according to the Act of Congress in such inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
IEFDR. RELFE’S PILLS
ing a copy of this order to be published
pealed and the remedy left to public opin three weeks successively in the Kennebunk case made and provided ; and that this re tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
ion. In reply to this, your Agent would re Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said newed Patent is dated October 17th, 1835, ordinary way as you would any other poul
r or Obstructions, Debility, Hypochon
tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
mark.
county, that they may appear at a Pro and has been submitted to the examination case may require. There is another kind dria, Green Sickness, Giddiness and Pal
1. There are men below public opinion, bate Court to be held at Saco, in said of learned counsel, who have pronounced it which is called superfine for internal use. All pitation of the Heart, Bad Digestion,
men callous to shame—past all feeling. The county, on the first Monday in June next, at to be valid, and the invention well secured to may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol Loathing of Food, and Poins of the Stom
repeal contemplated would multiply this ten of the clock in the forenoon, and the Patentee. Now, therefore, this is to cau man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
ach.
1 he pills purify and promote a brisk
tion all persons against using without my li
class indefinitely. Indeed the sale ofardent shew cause, if any they have, why the said cense and consent, my invention, or any of
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti circulation of the blood, when become slug
accounts should not be allowed.
spirit is now almost exclusively in the hands
the different modifications of it, with which cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar gish and obstructed from the foregoing dis
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of such men. Respectable men—those ac
A true copy—Attest,
some portions of the community have been rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump orders, revive the regular habits of the un
cessible to public opinion without penal
deceived by designing men who prefer pil tion, inflammation of the stomach, bowels, healthy female, whose sickly and pallid
a
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
April 9.
■
fering to an honest livelihood, as I am de throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external countenance becomes re-animated, and fresh
sanctions—have already relinquished the
termined to prosecute all infringements on application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, ens w ith the natural glow of restored health.
trade; and the profits of it have induced the
my right, to the full extent and utmost rigor biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This They are equally conducive to the health of
unprincipled class to commence it. The re
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE.
medicine is recommended by the first medi
of
the law.
HE inhabitants of the town of Kenne
mark is frequent in many places, that the
cal gentlemen in our country for the above married ladies, except in cases of pregnancy
GEORGE REYNOLDS, Patentee.
bunk,
and
others
liable
to
be
taxed
rum trade is banished from the store to the
complaints. Directions to each package.
or Consumption, when they must not be
therein, are hereby required to make andEast Hartford, April 15, 1836.
shantee ; that is, from men of conscience
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough taken.
bring in to the undersigned, Assessors of said
to men without conscience. Now it is to wn, true and perfect lists of their polls and
Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos
Price $1 50 per box.
FARiII FOR SAL®.
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
for this last class that legislation is expressly of all their estates, both real and personal
(t/^None are genuine unless signed T.
TUWR sale—the farm
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
designed. “The law is not made for the (excepting such as is by law exempted from
KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprie
Jof
the
subscriber,
uable
for
children,
in
cases
of
whooping
righteous man but for the lawless and dis taxation,) which they were possessed of on the
tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
cough, chin cough, &c.
in the easterly part of
obedient.” The advocates, however, fora first day of May, 1836, and it will be expect
Sanford, on the road —I —
Directions.—For grown persons, take from whom they are for sale, at his Ceunting
total repeal have recourse to a syllogism. ed of each person to make oath to the best of leading from Alfred to Linscott’s Mil^conRoom, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
“ No immorality is to be sanctioned—the his knowledge, that said list contains all his taining about one hundred acres,—consisting two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re
quire. Children from one to two teaspoons- by his special appointment, by
taxable property, and those who fail to bring
rum-trade is immoral—if you regulate it by
as above directed, may expect no abatement of Mowing, Tillage, Pasturing and Wood full.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
law, you recognize and sanction immorali by the Assessors.
Land, with a good orchard thereon, with a
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port,
ty.” The error in this reasoning is that it
One or more of the Assessors will be at good one story house and a large barn, sheds culated to correct the bile and create an ap
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
assumes the position that legislative action their office, (next door to Joseph Dane’s of and other convenient out-buildings. Also, a petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and
good
wood
lot
of
forty
acres
about
halfa
mile
may be freely used both as a restorative and
originates the evil. But the fact is that fice) for the purpose of receiving the same,
Caution.
the immorality exists already, independent from the 16th to the 21st day of the present distant from said farm. Inquire of the sub to prevent disease. Directions with the vial.
scriber
on
the
premises.
HE subscriber having purchased of Or
of legislation, in the defective state of public month, from two until four o’clock in the af
Holman's Drops for jj
Fits.
A great iiumuer
number
ivs.—xx
DAVID DAY.
eando Badger, the Patentee, the ex^
of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
morals.
Hence every reasonable man ternoon of each of said days.
Sanford, April 30, 1836.
NATH’L JEFFERDS,) A
elusive right of using, constructing and vend
rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
knows that a universal repeal would be an
JESSE TOWNE,
’(Assessors of
of falling sickness, have been radically cured ing the Patent Improved Feather Renovator
universal license. Every legislative restric
EZRA PERKINS.
^Kennebunk.
*9881 ‘9 ¿■ren.tqaj ‘sjunqauuaxj
by a proper use of this medicine. Directions for cleaning and dressing feathers, forth©
tion is a remedy, to the amount of the restric
Kennebunk, May 4, 1836.
•CTHVTIIH d IASI
accompany each vial.
County of York, hereby cautions all persona
tion ofan existing public immorality. Leg
•sajou poAoidde .to qsuo joj mo[
against using or vending said machine within
Holman's
Essence
of
Cayenne.
—
This
truly
Xjoa pjos oq j|fM qoiqM ‘suionad juoiarnp jo
islators do as much as they can, and would
said Coun ty, as every infringement of the
‘SHKVKÆ SRIJ
S3AO1S valuable and pleasant preparation possesses patent which comes to his notice will be
willingly do more. Some who contend for
every
possible
advantage
over
that
in
its
JO JU8LUJ.10SSB OSJB{
prosecuted to the extent of the law.
a total repeal, say in addition that a total pro
•ssouisnq OAojg pus mj, oqi ojsooij crude state.
GEORGE LORD».
hibition should follow the repeal.
To this
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough
-uo.iddu su ‘aâu jo s.n3dk uoojxjs puu uoaj -gSouth Berwick; April 7, 1836.
tf»
proposition we all say amen. We assent to
-inoj uoaMioq ‘spiq oaijob ooïqi jO OAAklj powder is a most valuable remedy for com
LORD,
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
a repeal coupled with a simultaneous prohi
AS just received and is now opening an GT" ‘ÄiapsipauiuiE
long standing. It has been long tested and is
bition of the traffic and annulment of con
extensive assortment of
recommended to the public as one of the
tracts for payment of rum sales.
FRENCH, ENGLISH & AMERICAN
most valuable medicines now in use.
2. Another objection to such repeal is,
HE subscriber has on hand
PIECE GOODS,
NOTICE.
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
Ground White Lead ;
that the proposition assumes that public O’ suitable for the present and approaching
HE subscriber having contracted with lasses on going to bed.
French Yellow ; Venitian Red ;
°
pinion is a definite rule of action. But no season.
the town of Lyman, for the support of
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—-This
Chrome Green ; Litharge ; Red Lead ;
Mary Cousins, a pauper, for one year, hereby
one knows what is public opinion till made W. I. GOODS & GROCERIES,
powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara
White Vitriol ; Gum Shellac ;
definite by statute. Every man claims the Crockcry, Glass and Hard gives notice that he has made suitable pro tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
Prussian Blue ; Chrome Yellow ;
vision for her support, and hereby forbids all It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
unknown as on his side. Thus every man
Umber, &c.;
Ware.
claims public opinion as in his favour, until All of which are for sale on reasonable terms. persons harboring or trusting her on his ac produces a healthy state of the bile.
Linseed Oil ; Spirits of Turpentine and
count, or on account of the town, as he will
it is made definite in manner aforesaid.
Kennebunk, May 6, 1836.
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom Japan, all of which will be sold cheap for
pay no bill for her support.
Public opinion is the voice of the people
JAMES HUBBARD.
panied with great debility, Was recently cured Cash.
JACOB RHOADES.
Kennebunk, April 14, 1836.
through their agents “ in legislature assem
in this place, in the course of three days, by
Lyman, April 30, 1836.
the powder. Directions with the box.
bled.” The doctrine—pursued to its ulti
HE subscriber having contracted with
Also a very general assortment of medicin
mate tendencies—-is to repeal all legislation
HATS & CAPS.
Mill Saws.
the town of Kennebunk, to support
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
—to annul the social compact—and to re
by
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo
solve society into its primitive elements.
WM. LORD.
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
HE subscriber offers for sale,
dating prices on commission or other ar
The Agent hopes that these remarks will vision for them at the Alms-House, and here
April 22,1836.
5 Cases Silk Hats, from 2,75 to 4,00.
rangement, as at any other large establish
not be deemed inappropriate to the relation by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
2 do, Boston Fur do. ;
ment in the Union.
in which he stands to the Committee and any of the Paupers of said town on his ac
1 do. Plain Drab Fur do.;
Paper Hangings.
The following named persons are agents
1 do. Plain Black Fur do.;
thecause. The plausible but erroneous rea count or on account of the town, as he will
CASE low priced Paper Hangings— for the above named medicines.
In
New
Men’s and Boy’s doth Caps, all of whick
soning animadverted upon, has puzzled the pay no bill for their support.
M neat patterns, this day received by
Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam
will be sold low for Cash.
ir
u , „
JAMES WARREN,* ,
minds of many and has extensive currency in
D.
prey River ; Uri Lamper, Hampton ; Up
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, May 1,1886,
WILLIAM SAFFORD«
1 Kennebunk, April 12,1836.
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Kennebunk, April 14,1836.,

